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Abstract
In this paper, a new method was proposed for the navigation of a mobile robot in
an unknown dynamic environment. The robot could detect only a limited radius of
its surrounding with its sensors and it went on the shortest null space (SNS) toward
the goal. In the case of no obstacle, SNS was a direct path from the robot to goal;
however, in the presence of obstacles, SNS was a space around the robot where
fewer or no obstacles existed. In every time step, the robot went to null space. The
simulation of robot navigation by SNS method showed that SNS can be a simple and
very robust method.
Keywords: Shortest null space, Navigation, Mobile robot, Unknown environment

1. Introduction
Robot navigation is the movement of a robot in its environment and reaching the
goal without obstacle collision. Many techniques have dealt with this navigation
problem. In general, the research in this field can be classified into two major areas:
global navigation [1,2] and local navigation [3,4]. In the global one, the environment
surrounding the robot and the position of obstacles are known in advance and the robot
is required to navigate to its goal by avoiding the obstacles. The complete robot path in
such applications can be calculated from the prior knowledge of the coordinates of the
starting point, the goal point and the obstacles.
On the other hand, the local motion planning methods dynamically guide the robot
according to the locally sensed obstacles, which requires less prior knowledge about the
environment. Therefore, local navigation planning methods are more suitable and
practical for mobile robots [5]. Some methods include evolutionary programming-based
fuzzy logic [6], road map method and Q-learning [7], sensor-based fuzzy navigation of
an autonomous mobile robot in an indoor environment [8], vector field histogram
(VFH) [9], indoor mobile robot navigation using monocular vision [10] and the
potential field method [11] and its variants [12,13]. The basic idea behind this method is
to fill the robot environment with a potential field in which the robot is attracted to the
target position and is repulsive away from obstacles. In any position, the robot
calculates the position with the global minimum repulsive force and moves toward this
position; this method is repeated as much as required until reaching its target [14]. Most
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of pervious methods have some problems such as local minima, complexity and
slowness or they are only used in a certain environment like a static environment,
outdoor environment, fixed goal, known environment or only for soccer robot with the
certain size obstacles [15]. Some methods need learning time, like reinforcement
algorithm [16]. In this paper, the shortest null space method was introduced for the
navigation of a mobile robot in any environment. This method was local and reactive
navigation and did not have any problems of pervious above-mentioned methods.
2. Motivation
The purpose of this paper was to present a fast, simple and robust method for robot
navigation which can achieve to the target and avoid obstacles in all environments.
Humans always tend to go to the null space when faced with obstacles. Which sides are
blank? There is always a null side. If the robot goes blank, it always reaches the goal
unless there is no physical way . The shortest null space navigation is a unique approach
that requires no memory and no learning.
3. Related Works
Establishing successful navigation policies for continuous and complex
environments is an important challenge, particularly when the environment can be only
partially observed by the robot. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways,
including using physical models of the robot and the environment in which it operates
to determine the limits of functionality and interaction [18].
Recently, there have been many interesting studies in the literature for the navigation
of mobile robots. The earliest algorithms for robot navigation were developed in a
completely known environment, filled with stationary obstacles whose positions were
also known. In these algorithms, the widely utilized methods are the artificial potential
field (APF) approach [4], the distance function (DF) approach [19], vector field
histogram (VFH) [20] techniques and rule based (RB) approach [21].
The APF approach [4] involves modeling the robot as a particle in space, acted on by
some combinations of attractive and repulsive fields. In this technique, obstacles and the
goal are modeled as charged surfaces and the net potential generates a force on the
robot. These forces push the robot away from the obstacles while pulling it towards the
goal. The robot moves in the direction with the greatest negative gradient in the
potential. Despite its simplicity, this method can be effectively used in many simple
environments.
In general, planning techniques utilize such models as well and have been also
proven successful for navigation in unknown environments and control of spacecraft
[22]. Model-free learning algorithms such as reinforcement learning can be also used
for navigation applications [23]. Various types of reinforcement learning have been also
successfully applied to free gait development [24].
4. Kinematics and Modeling of Chamro Robot
The robot that was used in the paper was a differential drive wheeled mobile robot,
called Chamro. It could do five actions: go ahead, turn right, turn left, circle left and
circle right. The robot and its eight sensors are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. These infra-red
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sensors were used for local cognition around the robot and the range of sensors was 10
cm.

Figure1. Chamro robot with its size in mm

Figure2. Chamro robot with eight sensors

The kinematics for the differential drive mobile robot under no slipping, pure rolling
and no sliding constraints is given in Equations1, 2 and 3.
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where v is linearr velocity of the robot in front direction, x& and z& are global velocity
of the robot in x and z directions
direction of a world coordinates. θ& is an angular velocity of
robot around the y axis. ω r is the angular velocity of right wheel and ωl is the angular
velocity of left wheel. θ is the orientation angle of the robot with respect to the north
direction (z axis). L is length of axle and r is the radius of wheels. The variables are
shown in Figure 3.

Figure Robot variables in the global frame
Figure3.

5. Navigation Using SNS Method
SNS navigation is divided into
in two parts; without obstacles and with obstacles. In the
first part, the robot goes on the shortest trajectory from the beginning to the target.
5.1 Without Obstacles

The robot
obot uses its location and goal location to go to the target. The
he target
t
can be a
certain point. To reach the goal, the robot needs some angles, which are given in Figure
4.

φ
θ

β

Figure4.
4. Orientation angle of the robot and error angle

φ is the angle between the robot-goal
robot
line and north direction (zaxis). β is also the
difference between these two angles
angle (desired angle and current angle) and is obtained
by Equation 4.
β =θ −φ

(4)
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When no obstacle exists, the shortest null space is a direct line from the robot to goal.
So, the robot goes to the goal with three rules according to Equation 5.
β > 0.05 rad → Circle left


 −0.05 rad < β < 0.05 rad → go ahead

β < −0.05 rad → Circle right


(5)

When the robot turns left, the right wheel is derived faster than the left one, like Figure
5. And, circle right is inverse. Webots1, robot simulation software, was used for the
simulation of robot and environment.

Figure5. Turning left and then going ahead toward the goal

5.2 In the Presence of Obstacles

When obstacles exist, SNS is a variable with respect to the size of obstacles. Three sides
around the robot are defined which include front (ir0, ir1, ir6 and ir7 sensors), left (ir5,
ir6, ir7) and right (ir0, ir1, ir2). When the robot senses an obstacle, it compares the null
space around itself. Three variables are defined; H is the number of front sensors that
sense the obstacles, R is the number of right sensors that sense the obstacles and L is the
number of left sensors that sense the obstacles. Table 1 shows the null space sides and
sets.
Table1. Sets and null space sides

Number of sensors

Null space side

Set

Range of set

0 ,1,6,7

Front (head)

H

{0..4}

5,6,7

Left

L

{0..3}

0,1,2

Right

R

{0..3}

3 and 4

Back

B

{0..2}

For example, if the sensor number 0 and sensor number 1 sense an obstacle, then L=0,
H=2 and R=2. Therefore, the null space is left; so, the robot turns left. The shortest null
space method has three rules:

1. www.cyberbotics.com
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If (H=0) then go to goal by Eqe.5
Else{
If (L > =R) then Turn right
Else if (R > L) then Turn left
}
Turning right means left wheel velocity is positive and right wheel one is the same as
the left but negative.
In Figure 6, the result of SNS rules is given, where L and R are equal to one and H=2.
So, the robot turns right.

Figure6. Chamro turns around the obstacle
5.2.1 Moving Obstacles

When the robot is faced with a moving obstacle, SNS rules are established but five
actions are fast with respect to the obstacle speed, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure7. Avoidance of two moving obstacles
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6. Discussion and Comparison
Other navigation methods have a local minima or a foible, in which the robot fails. The
potential
otential field method suffers feom local minima in some situationss which are given in
Figure 8-a [17]; however, SNS does not have any minima or foible (Figure
Figure 8-b).

Figure8. a, Local
ocal minima in PF. b, SNS method passes a U obstacle

Using SNS method, a robot always achieves the goal unless there is a no physical way.
Limit cycle navigation method cannot go to the back of a ball when the ball is behind
the robot [15]; however, SNS navigation method can do it and SNS also does not need
size or position of obstacles. Three virtual around obstacles can be inserted [15] around
the ball to go to the back of the ball (Figure 9).

Figure9. Chamro goes
es to the back of the ball using three
ree virtual obstacles technique

SNS navigation is faster and smoother than reinforcement learning method [14] and
many optimization
ptimization navigation methods. Figure 10 shows this comparison:
comparison the robot
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runs by 0.2 m/s velocity. The distance between the goal and robot is 4.85 m. SNS
method takes 20 sec time and reinforcement method takes 25 sec time.

Figure10. The comparison between reinforcement learning method and SNS navigation method

SNS can follow a moving goal such as a ball or other robots in the presence of any
obstacles (Figure 11). It can also follow sequential goals along a path like the sinuous
path (Figure 11). For this work, many points of a path were given; then, the robot went
to these points sequentially using Equation 5.

Figure11. Following the moving goal (green line)

Figure12. Following sequential goals on the sinuous path
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For indoor navigation, SNS method only needs some middle goals to go out of the
rooms. After that, the robot can go to every goal. The simulation of SNS with the
middle goal 1 indoor is shown in Figure 13.

Figure13. Indoor navigation by SNS method

Other methods cannot do different things at the same time, like an indoor navigation,
outdoor navigation, sequence move, navigation with moving goal, dynamic obstacles,
unstructured environment and unknown environment. But, SNS can do them. In
additional, the shortest null space navigation is a unique approach that requires no
memory and no learning.
7. Conclusion
The shortest null space is a very simple and robust method for navigation. It is
derived from human actions in the face of obstacles. Humans always go to null spaces.
SNS is a local navigation without learning and without requiring time for decision. SNS
can do more obstacle avoidance with any size and anywhere, either fixed or moved. It
can also follow moving goals fast. SNS with the middle goals in the path can do
navigation in the indoor environment. It is useful for a soccer robot yet without global
vision. SNS has only one general rule : going on the shortest null space toward the goal.
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